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This thesis comprises of six chapters, dealing with four different 
atomic spectra of tellerium atoms: Te 11, Te III, Te IV and Te V. 
Most of the spectra studied here are quite complex. Relativistic 
Hartree-Fock Multi Configuration Interaction method have been utilized 
to predict the structure of the ions. About 727 spectral lines have 
been identified which involves a total of 286 experimental, energy 
levels. Beside that calculated values of 297 energy levels have also 
been presented in this thesis belonging to Te II - Te V. 
The first chapter describes the basic theory of Atomic 
Spectra. Various approximations used to solve the Schrodinger's wave 
equation for Hartree-Fork. calculations, (H, HF and HFS scheme). 
Central - field Approximation. R.D. Cowan's approach to solve the 
complicated integro - differential equations which was developed in 
the form of a computer code (RNC/RCN2/RCG/RCE) a set of four 
different programs known as Cowan's code. Description of 
isoelectronic sequence and their utility in the analysis of atomic 
spectra has also been disussed. 
Chapter II explains the experimental detail of the work 
concerning the light source used to produce the spectra, spectrograph 
used in the process and the experimental recordings of the 
spectrograms, its calibration procedure and establishment of the 
wavelength line list, ionization separation of different ions present on 
the plates are described. 
Chapter III provides a detail theoretical and experimental 
interpretation of the structure of singly ionized tellerium: Te II. The 
configurations 5s^5p^ (ground), SsSp"*, 5s^5p^6s, 5p^7s, 5p^5d, 5p^6d 
have been investigated completely. Due to strong configuration mixing 
of 5p^7d and 5p^8s with the other even p^i ty levels of 5p^6d and 
5p^7s it was necessary to incorporate 5p^7d and 5p^8s configurations 
in the least squares fitted calculations for satisfactory interpretation. 
The reported levels of odd parity configurations 5p^6p and 5pMf lie 
outside the region of our investigation, have been interperated 
theoretically. A total of 118 energy levels have been studied of which 
30 are newly established. Two hundered and twenty spectral lines have 
been identified in this spectrum. 
Chapter IV deals the third spectrum of tellerium (Te III). 
Analysis has been extended to complete the structure of 5s^5p^, SsSp-*, 
5p5d, 5p6d, 5p7d, 5p6s, 5p7s, 5p8s, and Sp" configurations. The Sp* 
configuration has been studied first time. Many of the earlier 
reported levels have been revised. 
The earlier reported levels of 5p6p and 5p4f configurations 
could be only theoretically interpreted as the corresponding transitions 
lie beyond our region of investigation. Configuration 5s5p^5d strongly 
interacting with 5p6p, 5p4f and 5p'* while 5s5p^6s interacting 
o 
moderately; have also been incorporated in the final calculations. Their 
levels and corresponding parameters have been included in respective 
tables. 72 experimental levels have been investigated and one 
hundered fifty three lines have been classified in this spectrum. 
Chapter V, is based on the structural studies of trebly ionized 
tellurium atoms: Te IV. Multi Configuration Interaction Calculations 
with suitable scaling (LSF/HFR) of the energy parameters provided 
very precise predictions. The configurations 5s^5p, 5s^6p, 5s^5d, 5s^6d 
5s^7d, 5s^6s, 5s^7s, 5s^8s, 5s5p^, 5p^ 5s5p5d and 5s5p6s configurations 
have been analysed completely. 5s^4f configuration interacting strongly 
with 5s5p5d was necessary to incorporate in the final least squares 
fit. Fifty six levels have been established bsed on the identification of 
one hundered ^r^y^frfy/^f^pectral lines. The results on 5p \ 5s5p5d, 
5s5p6s and 5p^6p have already been published [J. Phys. B. (U.K.) 32 
2917, (1999)] 
Chapter VI is devoted to describe the structure of four times 
ionized tellurium atoms (Te V). Which is Cd I-like sequence. One 
hundered sixty one spectral lines have been classified in this spectrum, 
covering the configurations 5s^ (ground), 5p^ 5s5p, 5s6p, 5s6s, 5s7s, 
5s5d, 5s6d, 5p6s and 5p5d completely. To interpret the results more 
satisfactorily, some additional configurations of both parities were 
incorporated into the least squares fitted calculations to include the 
configuration interaction effect. For instance 5s4f, 5s5f, 4f5d, 
4pMd'5s^5p and 4pMd'5s^(4f+5f) in the odd parity system while 5p4f, 
5d^ and the core excited configuration 4p*4d'5s5p^ were included with 
the even parity configurations. The theoretical structure of these 
configurations have also been presented here for future studies. 
Ionization Potential (IP) of Te V has been calculated using Edlen's 
Polarization Formula. The adopted value is 59.24 eV. These results are 
also published [Phys. Scr 62 (2000) in press]. 
Lastly in appendix the tellurium spectra used,for analyses are 
reproduced in the region ~ 365-2080A. These spectrograms were 
recorded on a 3-m normal incidence vacuum spectrograph of 
Antigonish laboratory (Canada), showing first order inverse dispersion 
of 1.385A/mm. Prominent impurity lines of aluminium. Oxygen and 
Carbon, used as standards in calibration of wavelength are marked 
along with a few lines of Te II, Te III, Te IV and Te V. 
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INTROUCTION 
The Physics Department of the Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh (U.P.) India, has been traditionally very strong centre for 
Spectroscopic studies since 1930's. Renowned spectroscopist like late 
Prof. R.K. Asundi, Prof. P. Venkateswarlu have spend their valuable 
time at this insti tution. Many Ph.D. thesis on the Molecular 
Spectroscopic studies have been submitted since then. 
Prof. M.S.Z. Chaghtai joined this Department in 1969 and he 
started Atomic Spectroscopy in collaboration with late Prof. Bengt 
Edien of University of Lund (Sweden) with the laboratory's assistance 
of Lund University, Sweden and generous gift of calculations from 
Dr. R.D. Cowan of Loss Alamoss Scientific laboratory (U.S.A.), 
a large number of Atomic Spectra have been analysed. About seventy 
research papers have been published in international journals of repute 
on various spectra of Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Sb, I, Xe, Cs, Ba, La, Ce etc. 
Ten Ph.D. thesis have been submitted so far on the spectral analyses 
of above - mentioned elements. Most of the earlier work were based 
on the indentification of resonance transitions in the grazing 
incidence (50 < \ < 430 A) region which paved the way for further 
work. Dr. A. Mushtaq, Dr. Q. Shujauddin, Dr. Z.A. Khan, Dr. A. 
Tauheed and Dr. Nasreen Ateqad handled the spectra in the normal 
incidence (260-2530A) region to study the transitions between the 
excited states viz Y V-IX, Zr III-X, Nb III-IX and Mo V-VIII etc. 
all these works were based on the theoretical support froni Dr. R.D. 
Cowan as well as comparision with isoelectronic behaviour in the 
sequence. 
Dr. Tauheed Ahmad rejoined this Department in 1992 after 
spending more than five years in Canada with Prof. E.H. Pinnington 
and Prof. Y.N. Joshi, having learned the techniques of Beam-Foil 
Spectroscopy and the Analysis of complex spectra. The latter could be 
only possible with the succesful running of Multi Configuration 
Interaction Code of R.D. Cowan. With the availability of fast 
computers in India, this code is now operational at Aligarh since 
1992. 
The laboratory's assistance of Prof. Y.N. Joshi (Canada) is of great 
help to this group. Dr. Tauheed Ahmad has recorded beautiful spectra 
on 3-m normal incidence (260-2080A) vacuum spectrograph of 
Antigonish laboratory (Canada) for a large number of elements like 
Sb, Te, I, Xe, Kr, Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, N i Pt, Au, Hg, Pb and Bi etc. 
The work on many of them have already been published in 
collaboration with Prof. Y.N. Joshi. The work on Sb and Iodine is in 
progress at Aligarh. 
This thesis is based on the theoretical and experimental 





The theoretical aspects of the atomic structure calculations have 
been well document by various authors like Condon and Shortely 
[1] , Slater [2] , Fischer [3] , Cowan [4-7] etc. As we know that 
exact solution of the Schrodinger equation is possible only for the 
simplest atom: hydrogen. When we deal with atoms having more 
than one electron, an exact solution is not obtainable and we must 
look for satisfactory approximations to solve the equations. Various 
approximations are used for this purpose; one of the most important 
being Central-Field Approximation good enough to give good 
qualitative and quantitative agreement with experiment. The basic 
assumption in the Central-Field Approximation is that "each 
electron moves in a central, or spherically symmetrical, force field, 
produced by the nucleus and other electrons" (Slater [1] ), It 
explains the spectrum of a neutral alkali atom in fair detail. The 
second part of the Approximate theory deals with the complex 
multiplet structure, which is a feature of the spectra of all atoms 
more complicated than the alkalis. It arises on account of torques 
exterded by one electron on other, which are neglected in the 
Central-Field Model. 
The Central-Field Model was worked out during the 1920s, 
including the electron spin and Paulis exclusion principle,discovered 
by that time (1925) and completed with Hartree's proposal of the 
method of the Self-Consistent Field in 1928 and finally with the 
so-called Hartree-Fock method in 1930. The structure of many 
atoms has been worked out since then. 
Approximations in Atomic Structure Calculations (H, 
HF, and HFS Scheme): 
The general form of Schrodinger's wave equation (time 
independent) used in the structure calculation can be written as; 
(H-E) U (r,e,(l),) = O (1) 
where E is the energy, H is Hamiltonian and U the wave- func-
tion. The one-electron hydrogenic wave-function or orbital as given 
by Slater [1] in the usual notations is; 
X 
it+\me\)\ 
R„,(r) P '^^ ^CCosG) &'""% --(2) 
P (r) Where R /r) = "*• and R - or P p is normalized 
SO that J [P„^ (r)]2 dr = 1 
The wave-function for an atom or ion with N electrons can be 
constructed by taking the product of wave-function of all its 
electrons as 
^ ( r , e , ( | ) , r , e ,(|)) = U ( r , e , ( | ) 
N 1 1 I N N N n i i i m i l 1 I 1 
U , ( r , 0 ,( | ,) (3) 
nN IN miN N N N 
so far spin quantum number m^is not included. The Hamiltonian H 
for an atom can be written in general as; 
t 
2 m J=> J k 2 M , "^  J r,. 
k kj 
Q2Y , .^k^L+e^ S . Z . ^ . - J — + H + H + R , + H , (4) 
k > L r> 1 j > i *• ss so hfs etc ^ ^ 
kL ij 
where the first term reperesnt the K.E. of the electron involved, 
second that of the nucleus , third the interact ion between 
electrons and protons, fourth that between protons and fifth 
between electrons. H reperesents spin spin interactions and H 
spin orbit interactions. Hj^ ^^  is the hyperfine structure hamiltonion 
and H , stands for all additional effects left out so far. 
etc ' 
Equation (1) can not be solved for such a complicated 
Hamiltonion operator. Various approximations were utilized to solve 
the above equation, accordingly. As mentioned-above, most of the 
atomic structure calculations are based on the Central -Field 
Approximation elaborated by Hartree as Self-Consistant Field Method 
(Slater, Ch.9) in this method he modified the Central-Field problem 
for the presence of extra nuclear electrons. He started by taking a 
wave-function of the type (3) the Hamiltonian (4) simplified to the 
extent of retaining only the first, third and fifth terms and rendered 
the solution of (1) self-consistant through iteration. Hatree's atomic 
wave-function being symmetric, his method did not include Pauli's 
exclusion principle. That problem was solved by Fock by taking 
7 
anti-symmetric wave-function in what is called "Hartree-Fock"(HF) 
method (Slater, Ch,17).The simplest function which satisfies the 
conditions of anti-symmetrization is a determinantal function of the 
type 
4 ' = (N!)- 1/2 
U,(l) U,(2) U,(3) U,(N) 
U,(l) U,(2) U,(3) U,(N) 
U^(l) U^(2) U^(3) U,(N) 
The linear combination of determinantal function will also 
satisfy the condition, but this type of function will be very 
complicated. 
The integro-differential equat ions involved in the 
Hartree-Fock Method, even without relativistic corrections, are too 
complicated to handle. Scientists, therefore, attempted to modify it, 
to make a simple and physically more comprehensible. Slater's life 
long work [1,3] is the most important in this respect. It has been 
8 
developed and described by Condon and Shortley [1] also. The 
recent book of Froese-Fischer [3] is a valuable addition to the 
subject. 
The atomic energy structure is expressed in Hartree-Fqck-Slater 
theory in the form of complicated integro-differential equations. 
These have been simplified so as to divide the whole complex into 
smaller manageable integrals, called "Slater Parameters" written in 
the form of F'', G'', R'' and ^^, these integrals can be evaluated on 
rigorous theoretical basis e.g. see ref. [6,7] or treated simply as 
adjustable parameters in application to observed spectra. 
The theory involving F,G and (^  integrals only is limited to 
single configuration approximation, which means that no 
quantum states from outside the configuration under study is of any 
consequence to its structure. But in practice examples are quite often 
met with where certain levels of one configuration influences a 
certain number of levels of another configuration especially in 
complex spectra. Such interactions are taken into account by means 
of more general R^ (Configuration Interaction) integrals. 
The integrals denoted by F''(n£, n-^ ) reperesent that part of 
the electrostatic energy which depends on the orientation of the 
^-vectors and is responsible for the sepration of terms with 
different L-values in LS-coupling those denoted by G\ni, n^ are 
the exchange integrals that give the energies due to the exchange 
forces which depends on the spin orientations, they cause the 
splitting of terms with equal L but different total spin S. In case of 
equivalent electrons only, like p ,^p^ etc, G'' parameters vanish. ^ . is 




Based on the theory outlined in the preceeding sections Cowan 
developed a computer code which has been extensively used in the 
present work and very successfully all over the world. 
A brief discription of the Cowan's approach to solve the Schroding's 
equation will be described here. 
The self-consistent-field method is employed for the calculation of 
atomic radial wave functions, and of various radial integrals involved 
in the calculation of atomic energy levels and spectra. The set of 
programs as named by Cowan follow the sequence R C N, RC N2, 
R C G and R C E. The programs can be run in a chain in any of the 
following four combination. 
R C N 
R C N / R C N 2 
R C N / H F 
R C N / H F / R C N 2 
11 
The primary input information is always to RCN and each 
program automatical ly provides input information to the 
succeeding program of the chain. 
Program RCN calculates single-configuration radial wave 
functions P (r) for a spherically symmetrized atom via any of the 
four following homogeneous differential-equation approximations to 
the Hartree-Fock. Method: 
(1) Hartree(H) 
(2) Hartree-Fock-Slater , with any desired value of the 
coefficient for Slater's approximate exchange term, and 
either without (HFS) or with (HFSL). Latter's tail cut off in 
the central-field potential-energy function. 
(3) Hartree-Plus statistical-exchange (HX) 
(4) Hartree-Slater (HS) 
(5) RCN can also be used for true Hartree-Fock (HF)calculation; 
either for the spherically symmetrized atom (center of gravity 
energy of the configuration), or for the energy of a specific LS term 
of the configuration (LSD-HF) provided there exists only one term 
f 
having that value of LS. Normally the HX method or the center of 
12 
gravity HF method is the only one used. 
A typical example of RCN input file can be seen in table l . l , 
which has been prepared for the calculation of Te V structure. 
In addition to the radial wavefunctions, also calculated 
for each configuration are various radial integrals R'', F'', G'', ^ and 
the total energy of the atom E^ ^ including approximate relativistic 
and correlation energy corrections. Relativistic terms can be included 
in the potential function of the differential equation(HXR or HFR) 
to give approximate relat ivis t ic correct ions to the radial 
wavefunctions, as well as improved relativistic energy corrections 
in heavy atoms (important for outer orbital only if Z > 50 and for 
inner orbitals if Z > 20). Similarly, a correlation term can be 
included in order to make the potential function more negative, and 
thereby help to bind negative ion. Options are available to provide 
radial wavefunction as input to either program RCN2 or HF. 
Program RCN2 accepts radial wavefunctions (for one or more 
different configurations of one or more atoms or ions) form RCN 
and calculates various multiple-configuration radial integrals: 
overlap integrals < P|P >, configuration- interaction. Coulomb 
integrals R'' and spin-orbit interaction integrals L, /and radial 
electric-dipole and electric-quadruple integrals. In its most 
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14 
required for calculating energy levels and spectra of an atom, and 
write a file containing this information in exactly the form required 
for input to program RCG which performs all these calculation. 
For plane-wave-Born calculations in RCG, calculations of radial 
multipole integrals in RCN2 is replaced by calculation of radial 
integrals of spherical Bessel functions. For the theory behind all of 
the above programs. The Theory of Atomic Structure and Spectra 
[7] can be referred. 
Program R.C.G. 
Program R.C.G. computes the angular factor of various 
matrix elements in the theory of atomic structure and spectra [7]. 
the program employs Racah-algebra techniques and input decks 
containing coefficients of fractional parcentage (cfp) for each 
subshell f involved in the electron configurations. 
Mf'Mf K«r (a) 
Present in the calculation; any occupied subshell n ^ may be 
( and in practice always is ) deleted from the set (a) if it is filled 
(w=4£+2) in every configuration involved in a given calculation. 
15 
A brief description of the basic theory behind the program may be 
found in ref [ 5,6 ] and its full details in ref [7]. The angular factors 
in question are: 
a) The trivial (unit-matrix ) coefficient of E^ , the centre of 
gravity energy of each configuration; 
b) The Coefficients f^, g^  and d of the single configuration 
k k 
direct and exchange Coulomb interaction ( F and G ) and 
spin-orbit interaction ^ radial integrals, and the coefficient r^ ' and r/ 
of the direct and exchange configuration-interaction Coulomb 
radial integrals R , which are involved in the calculation of the 
Hamiltonian (energy-level) matrix elements; 
c) The magnetic-dipole matrix elements, and the angular 
coefficients of the electric-dipole and electric-quadrupole reduced 
matrix elements; 
Also possible are angular coefficients of certain effective-
Coulomb-interaction operator a, j3, y, T, T, and T^  and illegal-k 
k k 
operators F and G used in representing weak configuration-
interaction effects [7] 
16 
These angular coefficients may be used as input to programs 
( such as the next one RCE ) for least squares fittings of 
experimental energy levels. If numerical values of the radial intergrals 
k k k 
E^ ,^ F , G , d, R are provided, energy levels and intermediate -
coupling eigenvectors are computed. If numerical values of the 
electric-multipole intergrals are supplied, then the energy levels and 
eigenvectors are used for computation of spectrum-line, wavelengths 
and the associated oscillator strengths and radiative transition 
probabilities. In practice, values of these radial integrals ( and 
indeed the entire RCG input deck ) are obtained via a calculation 
with programs RCN / RGN2. 
Options are available for the calculat ion of the 
photoionizat ion cross sect ions, autoionizat ion transit ion 
probabilities, and plane - wave - Born electron - impact collision 
strengths [8] 
Program RCE as mentioned - above that it performs least 
squares fittings of the observed energy levels. Its basic purpose is 
to adjust the values of the theoretical parameters so as to produce 
computed atomic energy levels in the best possible ( least-squares-
wise ) agreement with the experimentally known level values. 
17 
Levels whose energies are not known experimentally can be 
omitted from consideration, any of the parameters can be held fixed 
at specified values , or groups of parameters can be forced to vary 
in such a way that the ratios of their values remain fixed relative to 
each other. 
The fitting process is carried out by an automatic iterative 
procedure untill the parameter values no longer change from one 
iteration cycle to the next ( by more than 0.03 ), or for a 
specified maximum number of cycles. The iteration can be 
carried out in any one of the seven angular - momentum coupling 
schemes available in program RCG; final eigen vectors are printed 
in this representation and also in either the LS or jj representation. 
The details of the basic theory involved is given in ref [7]. 
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Isoelectronic Sequence: 
Spectra of ions of different elements having same number of 
+ ++ 3+ 4+ 5+ 
extra nuclear electrons e.g. Sb, Te , I , Xe , Cs , Ba , etc. having 
atomic numbers 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 respectively. The neutral 
antimony, singly ionized tellurium, doubly ionized iodine, 
three-times ionized xenon, four-times ionized cesium etc. all 
having same number of extra-nuclear electrons, thus constituting a 
sequence called isoelectronic sequence. As a convention we write 
neutral antimony as Sb I and singly-ionized tellurium Te II doubly 
ionized iodine I III and triply ionized xenon as Xe IV and so on. The 
series Sb I, Te II, I III, Xe IV, Cs V, Ba VI, La VII... etc. is making 
an isoelectronic sequence [9] and named Sb I-like sequence. The 
number written after the symbol of each element given the net change 
of the core i.e. Z - ( N-1 ) where Z is the atomic number and N is 
the total number of extra nuclear electrons. This number Z - ( N-1 ) 
is denoted by C, which is often called the spectrum number, 
for example ^=1 In the above - mentioned -sequence denotes the 
neutral spectrum of Sb or in other words the first spectrum of Sb. 
Similarly ^ = 2, 3, 4, 5 stands for singly ionized doubly 
ionized triply ionized atoms in second spectrum of tellurium, third 
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spectrum of iodine etc. However, if emphesis is on a particular 
highly ionized member^o^L^ sequence, the sequence might be 
denoted by this member, for example Sb I sequence may also be 
called as Cs VI or La VII sequence. 
Since the number of extra - nuclear changes are the same all 
along the sequence, they should naturally possess the same 
spectral structure. Consequently, they show remarkable similarities 
among themselves which are very useful in comparing the 
transitions and energy levels obtained by the analysis of the new 
spectra. This is a powerful tool to ckeck the regularities of the 
observed levels along the isoelectronic sequence. Many levels have 
been found erroneous only on the basis of irregular behaviour along 
the sequence [9] 
For comparision along the sequence if we plot the term T 
vs Z, we find only approximate trends because T^ .^ increases very 
fast with Z and the comparision fails to reveals even serious 
irregularities in the analysis. To overcome this difficulty, Prof Bengt 
Edlen [9] studied in a variety of ways the Z dependence of the 
energy levels and other atomic regularities so as to get precise 
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comparisions. The E ,^ / C, plotted against Z or ^ replaces steep 
upwards trends of E vs ^ plots by downward slopes, already 
permitting the use of larger scales. Successful efforts have been made 
then to straighten these curves or make them almost horizontal for 
higher members of the sequence by adding a suitable constant "C" 
to C, so as to take the form E / {C,+C ). This constant C is naturally 
more effective at the beginning of the sequence than for the higher 
members. It may be guessed from the equation E, / (^,+C ) = E^  / 
(^2+C ), where E, is the energy of the lower member of the 
sequence while E^  is the energy of the same designated level of the 
higher member of the sequence. By this way it becomes possible to 
make the curve horizontal and smooth. Once a horizontal trend is 
obtained, more and more sensitive scales may be choosen for 
desired precise comparision. This kind of comparision is utilized 
generally for the ground configuration or for the configuration hav-
ing the same n value as ground. 
For the cases where n of the configuration concerned is 
different from that of ground, the above-mentioned representation 
fails to give horizontal curves; E / (C+C ) vs Z then gives rather an 
upward rising trend for higher members of the sequence. This 
upward slope is reduced by subtracting ^a^ from E / (C+C ); the 
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hydrogenic term a^ ^ is given by the relation 
a„ = R^ ( 1/n,^  - J/n,^ ) 
or more precisely [9] as 
2 2 2 
RC a C n 3 
n n t+1/2 4 
where R is the Rydberg constant, n,, n^ are the principal 
quantum numbers of the ground and other shell involved in the 
configuration concerned respectively, a betng the fine structure 
constant. This substraction of I^CT^^ from E / (C,+C ) affects the higher 
members of the sequence more and consequently the plots give 
appreciably better results. 
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Almost entire work is based on the experimental 
recordings in the normal incidence wavelength region. In most of the 
cases the spectrograph used was a 3-m normal incidence vacuum 
spectrograph of Antigonish (Canada) laboratory. Only sometime^ 
the plates taken at NIST. Gaithersburg Maryland USA on a 10.6-m 
normal incidence spectrograph were also used. In both ca§es the 
light source used was a triggered spark. In the following sections 
experimental information will be provided. 
LIGHT SOURCE:-
As mentioned-above that the spectrograms were recorded in 
Antigonish (Canada) and the light soruce was a triggered spark. The 
source is some what similar to a vacuum spark source which is very 
well described by Bockasten [1] Svensson and Ekberg [2] and 
Tauheed Ahmad [3]. The only difference is that one can have a better 
controlled spark say from about 2 KV to any desired higher voltage 
( = 15-20 KV ) by a 30 KV trigger module TM-llA. The charging 
condenser bank is a fast 14 }xF low inductance capacitor. According 
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to need parallel combination of 14|iF capacitors as well as a big 
condensor bank of 120 |iF capacity (an assembly of three capacitors ) 
are also used. 
Spectroscopically 99.99% pure chunk of tellurium were packed 
into the cavity of Aluminium electrodes of about 1 inch long and 6 
mm in diameter. The elctrodes were separated by about 3 mm. The 
entiife spark chamber was evacuated to about 10"^  torr pressure. A 
brief description of Trigger module TM-ll-A is given in the following 
lines: 
TRIGGER MODULE TM-11 A: 
EG & G's TM -11A Trigger Module is a compact versatile 
instrument designed to provide a high voltage trigger pulse of fast 
rise time. The TM-11A provides a trigger pulse of 30 KV that can be 
utilized for initiating communication in triggered spark gaps, xenon 
flashtubes, or to provide an ignition type pulse for other special 
devices requiring a high impedance source. In triggering these devices, 
the fast rising pulse of theTM-11A results in minimum delay time and 
jitter. (Table 2.1 provides electrical and mechanical specifications for 
the TM-llA and Fig 2.1, 2.2. shows its front and rear design). 
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TABLE 2.1 SPECIFICATIONS OF TRIGGER MODULE TM-11A 
ELECTRICAL: 
Input: 
Power: 115/230 volt AC, 50/60 Hz, 40 watts 
Trigger: (1) External Pulse -50 ohms, 10 volts, 
0.1ms rise time. 
(2) Pushbutton (panel). 
(3) Remote Pushbutton (accessory). 
Output: 
Peak amplitude 30KV nominal 
Rise time 0.3 ms measured from 10% 
90% points on leading edge of output 
pulse. 
1-5 (IS nominal 







Line Cord, 3 wire 
External Trigger BNC Jack 
Remote Control Jones Plug Receptable 
Pulse Output Threaded Terminals 
Controls Off-On Line switch output level control 
knob 
// // // 
3-1/2 x 5 X 12 
weight 6 1b 
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Figure 2,1 TM-11 Trigger Module, Rear View 
17 
Figur2 2 TM-U Trigger Module, Front View 
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The TM-11A is an integrated package consisting of a line voltage 
to d.c, power supply, a primary triggering circuit, a krytron switch 
tube and a pulse output transformer. The output is provided through 
ceramic high voltage bushing at the rear of the cabinet (see Fig 2.3 
and 2.4 for output characteristics). The bushings provide limited d-c 
isolation between the pulse output and ground of the cabinet. The 
pulse transformer is housed in an oil fillled case. 
The Trigger module can be operated by pushbutton control 
from the front panel, remotely by an accessory pushbutton cable 
assembly, or by a low impedance pulse generator connected through 
the front panel oscillator input jack. A voltage control prvides variable 
output. 
The TM-11A utilizers components in the driver, switching and output 
stages that minimize overall dealy time. The krytron and output circuit 
generate a steep di/dt function to provide a very fast rising output 
voltage waveform. 
APPLICATIONS: 
The positive (+) output terminal is normally connected to the 
trigger probe ( for triggered spark gaps ), trigger wire or sparking 
electrode ( for flash tubes ). The other (-) terminal is connected to 
the adjacent main electrode or ground. When the unit is used to pulse 
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a device such as a trigger spark gap where the trigger probe and 
adjacent main electrode assembly are above ground, the case of the 
instrument must be grounded. Therefore, the d-c voltage ( isolating 
voltage ) between the case and output terminals can be operated up 
to 30 KV. 
SPECTROGRAPH 
Antigonish laboratory has a 3-m normal incidene vacuum 
spectrograph. It is indigenously steel made cylindrical chamber o^ 
slightly greater than 30 inches in diameter. At one of its end grating is 
mounted in two different settings. In the first setting it covers from 
about 200 A to 1240 A ( i = 9.5°). In this case spectrograph is in 
perfect stigmatic setting. In the second setting it covers the spectral 
range from 1040 A to 2080 A thus providing an overlap of about 200 
A ( 1040 - 1240 A ). This overlap is quite useful to normalize the 
intensities of two regions. The grating is a concave holographic with 
2400 lines per mm giving first order inverse dispersion of 
1.385 A/mm. 
At the other end of the spectrograph, 30 inches plate holder is 
mounted . It is a Rowland mounting. Usually two plates of 15 inches 
long and 2 inches wide are loaded together. Since it is indigenously 
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made instrument, the plate holder sits inside the main chamber. Thus 
plate holder can be loaded or unloaded only by destroying the entire 
vacuum of the chamber. The only volve between the triggered spark 
chamber and slit protect the vacuum of the light source or vice versa. 
The plate holder can be moved up or down by an outside control 
device to take different exposures without affecting the vacuum of 
the spectrograph. Normally five to six tracks can be recorded on one 
plate under varied conditions. Trigger spark chamber is attached with 
the slit openings so that spark gap is exactly in front of the slit. Some 
time He-Ne laser is used for perfect alignment. About 5 to 6 hours of 
pumping is required for the spectrograph for a pressure of about 
10"^  to 10'^  Torn The outline of the 3-metre normal incidence vacuum 
spectrograph is shown in fig. 2.5 while the experimental arrangement 
is shown in picture 2.1. The spark chamber of the light source and 
































































































RECORDING OF THE SPECTROGRAMS: 
Plate holder of the spectrograph is slightly greater than 30 
inches therefore, two plates of 15 inches x 2 inches are loaded 
together. In the first setting of the grating for lower wavelength it 
covers the wavelength region from 240 to 1240A. While in the second 
setting of the grating for higher wavelength region it gives an overlap 
from about 1040 A to 1240 A. Since the plate hoder is 2" wide therefore, 
six exposures under varied conditions can be recorded in either 
setting. Usually several sets of plates are recorded, sometime keeping 
charging voltage same but introudcing variable copper inductance 
coil in the discharge circuit (approximate dimensions: 24 cm diameter 
; 2 mm thick turns seperated by about 4 mm ) varying from very low 
value to a medium, moderate and to a high value of inductance for 
better ionization separation. Normally first exposure is taken without 
any inductance in the discharge circuit that gives lines of maximum 
ionization stages. Further tracks are recorded in steps of increasing 
inductances so that the lines of higher ionization stages can be 
gradually eliminated from the track. The last track is generally 
recorded with large inductance that allows only lines arising out of 
singly or dubly ionized atoms. This way we get lines on our plates 
from singly ionized atom to 13th or 14th ionization stage. Charging 
potential varry from about 5 KV to 10 KV depending upon the degree 
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of ionization of interest. Usually 15 to 20 sparks are enough for a 
good exposed plate except for the last track where large inductance 
is employed, more number of shots say about 35 to 40 are required. 
The spectra are recorded on Kodak SWR plates, only sometime 
Kodak 101-105 type plates are also used for shorter wavelengths. 
Plates are developed in Kodak D 19 developer for about 2-3 minutes 
and fixed in Kodak rapid fixer for about 10 minutes. Finally plates are 
washed in deionized water for about 15 minutes and dried in natural 
air. 
MEASUREMETNS AND CALCULATIONS: 
The plates are measured on a fully automatic Grant Compartor 
at Antigonish laboratory (Canada). However, this comparator also 
has semi-automatic mode option [ picture 2.3]. Most of the time 
semi-automatic option is more preferable because in this option one 
can have a better wattch on each and every line); about their charactor 
and shape of the line. The standard lines are marked right away so 
this mode is much easier to reduce the spectrograms into wavelengths. 
Beside that several plates and several tracks have also been measured 
on an abbe comparator at Aligarh. 
Following the measurements, the most careful part of calibration 


















LEAST -SQUARES FIT: 
The wavelengths w of the spectral lines are calculated from 
their positions x using a n-degree polynomial function 
w = S%,a(i)x' 
The coefficients a(i) are determined from a least-squares fit to a series 
of calibration lines with positions x^(r) and wavelengths w^(r). 
The criterium for the 'best fitting polynomial' is that 
D = Z {w^(r)-EV,a(i)x/rn2 
is minimal. 
Taking the partial derivatives to the various a(j), a set of n+1 
equations 
dD / daC) = 2 I { w^(r) - S", __^ a(i) x^  (r)' }.x/r)^ = 0 
is obtained. This can be rewritten to the set of equations 
I", ^ , a(i) S x^  (r)'^ J = E w / r ) . x^  (ry= 0 G = 0 to n) 
whose solution yields the optimal values for the coefficients a(i). 
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TOLERANCE: 
For each calibration line, a fitted wavelength w(r) and a 
wavelength deviation w(r) - w^(r) i<^ calculated. When the largest 
deviation is less than or equal to a given 'tolerance', the least-squares 
fit is successful. 
Otherwise, it is assumed that there is something wrong with (at least) 
one of the calibration lines. MOSFIT then rejects the line with the 
largest deviation and performs a new least-squares fit without that 
line. This procedure is repeated until all calibration lines that were 
used are within the tolerance. 
STANDARD DEVIATION: 
The 'quality of the fit' is expressed by the standard deviation 
of the wavelength deviations of the calibration lines: 
c = [ S { w ( r ) - w i r ) } V ( N - n - l ) ] 1/2 




INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS: 
For calculational convenience and accuracy, MOSFIT uses 
a 'normalized' function for tlie calibration: 
(w-w„)/w,=S%„b(i)(x-x,)/x,)' . 
with 
x„ = Sx^(r)/N, w„ = X,w^(r)/N 
X, = {I^(x/r) - x„)^  / N,}'", w, = {X w/r) - w„)^  / N,} 
The coefficients a(j) are calculated from the b(i) by: 
^ = EVo b(i) i ^ y = I", =„ - ^ 2', = „ (^ ) X' (-x„)'-i 
W , X , X , 
2 / XT \ 1/2 
S". „ p. . ('.) b (i) ( ^ ' i-^y 
j = 0 1=1 ^ J ^ X X 
a(j) = w, x„-J I". .„ ('.) ( -x„ / X, )i b(i) + 8. „ w„ 
Since Al electrodes are used, the spectrograms contain lines of 
Al II-VI, and a good number of oxygen (O II-O VI) with prominenl 
groups of carbon (C II-V ) lines as impurities. These impurity lines 
are already very well measured by Kaufman and Edlen [4] Bromander 
[5] and are compiled by Kelly [6,7] are used as internal standards. 
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One can use as many standards as you want and fit the data into a 
polynomial upto six degrees of freedom. This gives a nice fit whose 
uncertainty is better than ± 0.005 A for sharp lines, the only lines 
which are complex or blended with other lines can have error greater 
than the said limit.Many lines of shorter wavelengths also appear in 
second or third order in higher wavelength region give even better 
accuracy of measurements, than coated here. 
IONIZATION SEPARATION: 
This is extremely important part of the work. The entire analyses 
are based on the correctness of the ionization assignments. There are 
many cases where only single transition establishes an energy level 
so these kinds of levels could always be doubtful unless its ionizaiton 
assignment is 100 percent certain. Therefore, ionization separation is 
done very carefully. As mentioned earlier that gradual introudction of 
inductance coil into the discharge circuit for different tracks 
discriminates the lines arising out of different ionization stages. Their 
intensity behaviour is monitored on various track. The ion affliation 
of the observed lines is assigned through a comparative study of the 
intensity variation of individual lines as a function of additional 
inductance introduced in the discharge circuit. The thing remains to 
be described here is how neighbouring ions are seperated from each 
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otl^er i.e. Te III from Te II and Te IV and so on. 
As figure 2.6 shows the intensity of Te III lines remain almost 
same on different tracks while that of Te II lines are enhanced on 
high inductance coils and that of Te IV declines and so on. 
Beside that polarity effect of the lines[&] is also very, useful 
to establish the charactor of relatively higher ions. Usually lines arising 
out of higher ionizations are very short lines and appear only on the 
edges of the spectrum moreover they are not full length normal lines. 
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Ionization Separation ofT^ Spectra. 
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CHAPTER - III 
Structure of Singly Ionized Tellurium Atoms: 
Introduction: 
The spectrum of singly ionized tellurium atom is Sb I—like 
with 51 electrons having ground configuration as 5s^5p^ and the 
ground most level is '^S^^ The study on this spectrum was started 
by K.R. Rao and M.G. Sastry [1] in 1940. followed by Mack et al 
[2] in 1951. Later it was further taken up by Ross and Murakawa 
[3] in 1952. Green and Loring [4] studied Zeeman effect. 
Finkelnburg and Humbach [5] estimated its Ionization Potential from 
a study of screening constant. Finally Handrup and Mack provided a 
detailed study on Te II for compilation in Atomic Energy Level [6] 
and was published later [7] which was a revision and extension of 
earlier analyses. This paper reports a large number of energy levels 
involving odd configurations 5s^5p^, 5s^5p^6p, 5s^5p^7p, 8p and 
5s^5pMf and even parity configurations 5s5p'*, 5s^5p^(5d+6d+7d) and 
5s^5p^(6s+7s+8s). In all they reported 43 odd parity energy levels 
and 66 even parity levels. Out of 109 reported levels there were 
18 doubtful. Though it involves a large number of confugurations 
but except ground configuration, none of the above-mentioned 
configurations were completely known. Moreover all the levels of 
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both parities were simply numbered with J values without any 
clarification of configuration in most cases, rather a number of 
configurations were listed for a group of levels. Thus in this 
respect, spectrum was poorely known without any theoretical 
interpretation. Recently, Te II isoelectronic spectra have been 
studied in detail, viz. I III [8] Xe IV [ 9 - 1 1 ] Cs V [12] Ba 
VI [13] La VII [14]. Thus it was quite appropriate to study Te II 
spectra for bettrer understanding and provide a complete theoretical 
and experiment interpretation of this spectrum. 
Energy Level Structure: 
As mentioned earlier that singly ionized tellurium atom has 
5s^5p\ as its ground configuration which is an odd parity 
configuration. Thus its excitation to even parity configurations are 
5s^5p^nd, (n>5) 5s^5p^ns (n>6) and the core excitation constitute 
SsSp" configuration. Basically it is a three electron system and 
5p^5d, 6d and 7d as well as 5p^6s, 7s and 8s are overlapping each 
other so producing a very complex structure. Sometime it becomes 
difficult to separate out even configurations only as the mixing is so 
strong. 
The further excitations of these even configurations to odd 
parity configurations are 5s^5p^np(n>6), 5s^5p^nf (n>4). The SsSp" 
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excitations provide three configurations e.g. 5s5p^nd (n>5), 5s5p^ns 
(n>6) and the internal excitation leads to 5p^ Thus it makes a four 
electron system and further complicating the situation. The energy 
level structure can be summarised as follows: 
Odd Parity: 
5p* : ('S)2P 
ss^ sp^ np : (^ p)*s, (^ p)^ p, (^ p/D, c^ys, c?y?, c?yD 
('D)2p, ('D)2D, CDYF, CSy? 
Ss^ Sp^ nf : ('P)'D, (^ P)^ F, (^ P)*G, CPfD, C?y¥, C?yG 
('D)2p, ('D)2D, CDyv, CDyc, ('D)2H, csy? 
Even Parity: 
5s5p^  : cpy?, c?y?, CDyD, csys, 
ss^ sp^ ns : c?y?, cpy?, CDyD, csys, 
Ss^Sp^nd : (^ P)'^ P, (^P)''D, (^P)"? 
cpyv, c^yD, cpyp 
CDyS, ('D)2P, ('D)2D, ('D)2F, ('D)2G, ('S)2D 
Ab Initio Calculations: 
Relativistic Hartree-Fock multi configurations interction 
calculations were performed to predict the theoretical structure of 
singly ionized tellurium atoms incorporating the possible interacting 
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configurations of both parities. For instance 5s^5p^ 5p^ 5s^5p^6p, 
5s^5p^7p, and 5s^5pHf were included in the odd parity configurations 
while 5s5p^ Ss^ Sp^Sd, and 5s25p26d, Ss^ Sp^Td, Ss^Sp^es, Ss^ Sp^ Ts and 
5s^5p^8s configurations in the even parity system. Both parities 
involve a large number of levels hence a big transition array was 
obtained. 
The initial scaling of the energy parameters was done as follows: 
E = 100% of H.F.R. Value 
av 
F"^  = 80% of H.F.R. Value 
; = 100% of H.F.R. Value 
G*^  = 75% of H.F.R. Value 
R^ = 80% of H.F.R. Value 
a = -100 (fixed) 
With this scaling and fixing E^ ^ = 0.0 cm ' for ground 
configuraiton 5s^5p ,^ fairly good predictions were achieved. However, 
to adjust the calculated energy value for 5s^5p^ P^^  = 0.0 cm', E ^ 
for ground configuration was re-adjusted to 12633cm"' and the entire 
calculation was repeated to get even better predictions. 
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Analysis and Discussion: 
With the aid of theoretical predictions and the various sets of 
Te plates recorded under varied conditions, the characteristic of the 
singly ionized tellurium lines were established. At least on one of 
the sets Te II lines were showing extremely good ionization 
separation; was quite helpful to undertake the analysis of this 
spectrum. For ground configuraiton 5p\ as well as for 5s^5p^5d, 
5s^5p^6s and SsSp", more precise prediction could be achieved using 
the scaling factor (The ratio of the LSF to the H.F.R.) of the 
parameters of I III [8] which is the next member of the 
isoelectronic sequence. The analysis was carried out independently 
keeping a side the earlier work on Te II [7]. A comparison of 
ground levels showed 100% agreement with our levels except minor 
improvement in the level values. 
For the excited configurations SsSp", 5s^5p^(5d+6d+6s+7s), 
when sufficient number of levels were established the least squares 
fitted (LSF) parametric calculations were showing unusually large 
deviations for several levels indicating strongly the necessity of 
incorporating 5s^5p^7d and 5s^5p^8s configurations into the least 
squares fitted calculations. The inclusion of these extra 
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configurations definitely improved the fit greatly and gave a much 
better picture for unknown levels. Earlier reported levels were just 
numbered even without configuraiton assigments. The spectrum is 
now very well theoretically interpreted. It is evident from the table 
3.1 that all these configurations namely 5s5p\ 5p^5d, 5p^6d, 5p^7d, 
5p^6s, 5p^7s and 5p^8s are overlapping each other and interacting 
strongly. Their variation in the isoelectronic sequence is shown in 
Fig. 3.1. In some cases LS percentage composition shows that 
naming a level becomes meaningless when purity of the leading 
component is only 25% or less and even second component has a 
comparable contribution. Thus in such a situation it is always better 
to give energy of the levels and their J values alongvwith their LS 
percentage composition. However by Cini large the present situation is 
not that bad. Among the levels of 5s5pS Ss^ Sp^Sd, 5s25p26d, 5s^ 5p26s 
and 5s^5p^7s configuraitons, there are more than 50%, which can be 
assigned LS designations without any ambiguity. For other levels 
whose leading components have LS purity even less than 50%, 
levels are also quite unambiguous. However there are a few levels 
which are not that clear and appear twice as a leading component 
but in any case at least configuration assignment is almost 100% 
unambiguous. 
We must mention the earlier reported work by Handrup and 
Si 
LaSZn 
f^'g^.IifjHFRVZo for the 5s5p*, Ss^Sp^^d, Ss^SpHs, 5s^5p^6d and 
Ss'Sp'ls even configurations and the 5s^5p^6p and 5s^5p^4/odd configu-
rations of Sb 1 isoclecironic sequence from Te II to La VII. ZQ is the 
charge number (ZQ = 2 for singly ionized atom and so on). £,» (HFR) is the 
average configuration energy with respect to the £,^ of the groundstaie 
55-5p' 
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Mack [7]. We confirmed all the five levels of ground configuraiton • 
5p\ Among the even parity configurations 5s5p*, Ss^ Sp^ (5d+6d+7d) 
and 5s^5p^ (6s+7s+8s), sixtysix levels had been reported including 4 
levels of J=9/2. There were fifteen doubtful levels and four with 
dual assignment of J values. In the present work all the levels of 
5s5p'*, 5s^5p^5d, 5p^5p^6d, is^5p^6s, and 5s^5p^7s configurations have 
been established except J = 9/2 which do not give any radiative 
combination with ground configuration. However, two of the reported 
9/2 levels do agree with the LSF calculations are therefore fitting 
into our system. We can not. confirm them in the present work as 
their combination from 5s^5p^6p configuration does not lie in the 
region of our investigation. We could not confirm 15 doubtful 
levels. Thirty new energy levels have been established. The level 
118325 cm' has been confirmed as 3/2 level, 117193 as J = 1/2, 
117340 as 3/2 and 113565 as 5/2. 
The levels 99671(1=3/2), 99742(1=3/2), 110754(J=3/2), 110501 
(J=5/2) 90064(5/2), 90514(5/2) 110754 (5/2) 111072 (5/2) 123655 (7/ 
2) 134735(7/2), have been rejected. 
The levels of 5s^5p^7d and 5p^5p^8s could not be established 
because these high lying configuraitons could not be excited on our 
plates. A few of the low lying levels of these configurations are 
found but majority of them couldn't so these configuration^ are not 
53 
reported here rather these are incorporated in the final LSF 
calculation to represent a clear picture of the spectrum. 
Table 3.1 also shows a very good example of configuraiton 
interaction. For instance level 117193(J=l/2) Shows 30% as Ss^ Sp^ Ts 
(^ P)^ P, second component is 19% 5p^6d (^ P)^ P, third component is 
15% SsSp" C?y? and the fourth component is 13% Ss^ Sp^ Vs C?Y?. 
Similarly 117340(1=3/2), shows 24% Sp^Sd ^P/F, 19% 5s5p'' C?y?. 
15% 5p26d C^yP and 15% 5s25p25d ('S)2D and several more levels 
are showing at least three components belonging to three 
configurations. 
We must mention that all the level with J=7/2 are based on 
single transitions and do need futher confirmation. However, the 
lines used for these levels are 100% Te II lines and were picked up 
only after the completion of the analysis. These were the only lines 
left over in that region. All levels of the even parity configurations 
are assembled in table 3.1 and their parameters in table 3.4. 
5s^ 5p^np and 5s^ 5p^nf Configurations: 
Handrup and Mack [7] also reported 38 levels from these 
configurations. As mentioned earlier that the transition array 
5s^5p^(ns+nd)—5s25p^(np+nf) lies in a very high wavelength region 
and is out of our region of investigation. So these levels could not 
be confirmed here. However, it has been tried to interpret the 
54 
spectrum theoretically. Configuraitons 5s^5p^6p, 5s^5pMf and 5s^5p3 
were run together. The reported levels have been fitted into the least 
squares fitted calculations and are given in table 3.2 and the 
corresponding parameters in table 3.3. 
Two hundered twenty lines have been classified in this 
spectrum and they are given in table 3.5. Three lines are doubly 
classified lines. The intensity figure reported in the table 3.5 is 
visual estimate of the photographic blackening. 
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Table 3.5 Classif ied l ines of Te II 
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1 4 2 2 . 0 6 9 
1 4 3 9 . 4 0 6 
1 4 5 4 . 4 1 2 
1 4 5 6 . 4 4 8 
1 4 6 1 . 6 6 3 
1 4 6 5 . 2 0 6 
1 4 6 5 . 7 1 5 
1 4 6 7 . 1 1 7 
1 5 1 0 . 2 5 2 
1 5 1 3 . 3 3 1 
1 5 4 0 . 1 3 7 
1 5 4 0 . 8 2 5 
1 5 4 4 . 0 6 1 
1 5 4 6 . 2 7 9 
1 5 4 7 . 7 6 0 
1 5 7 7 . 9 3 9 
1 5 8 6 . 4 9 6 
1 5 9 4 . 1 7 9 
1 6 0 0 . 7 4 8 
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1 6 2 4 . 3 5 5 
1 6 3 0 . 0 3 2 
1 6 3 5 . 9 2 8 
1 6 3 8 . 9 4 7 
1 6 4 0 . 1 4 3 
1 7 0 1 . 5 3 7 
1 7 0 3 . 2 5 0 
1 7 2 7 . 0 4 1 
1 7 2 8 . 1 6 3 
1 7 9 3 . 6 0 3 
1 8 3 7 . 7 3 9 
7 0 3 2 0 . 1 
6 9 4 7 3 . 1 
6 8 7 5 6 . 3 
6 8 6 6 0 . 2 
6 8 4 1 5 . 2 
6 8 2 4 9 . 8 
6 8 2 2 6 . 1 . 
6 8 1 6 0 . 9 
6 6 2 1 4 . 1 
6 6 0 7 9 . 4 
6 4 9 2 9 . 3 
6 4 9 0 0 . 3 
6 4 7 6 4 . 3 
6 4 6 7 1 . 4 
6 4 6 0 9 . 5 
6 3 3 7 3 . 8 
6 3 0 3 2 . 0 
6 2 7 2 8 . 2 
6 2 4 7 0 . 8 
6 2 1 9 2 . 8 
6 1 5 6 2 . 9 
6 1 3 4 8 . 5 
6 1 1 2 7 . 4 . 
6 1 0 1 4 . 8 
6 0 9 7 0 . 3 
5 8 7 7 0 . 4 
5 S 7 1 1 . 3 
5 7 9 0 2 . 5 
5 7 8 6 4 . 9 
5 5 7 5 3 . 7 







































































5 s ' 5 p ' 










5 s * 5 p ' 
5 s * 5 p ' 
5 s ' 5 p ' 








5 s ' 5 p ' 
"Ds/. -
^ s / . -
3 / 2 
2 p 
3/2 2 p 
1/2 
*PV2 -
^ 3 / 2 -
^P 
3/2 
' P l / 2 -




' P 3 / 2 -
















' P 3 / 2 -
"D,/, -









8 2 7 4 2 
8 1 8 9 6 
9 2 7 9 3 
9 2 6 9 2 
8 8 9 6 1 
8 8 7 9 7 
7 8 4 4 8 
9 2 1 9 2 
8 6 7 6 0 
7 6 3 0 1 
8 8 9 6 1 
8 8 9 2 6 
8 8 7 9 7 
7 4 8 9 6 
8 5 1 5 8 
8 7 4 0 5 
8 3 5 7 8 
8 6 7 6 0 
7 4 8 9 6 
8 2 7 4 2 
8 5 5 9 4 
8 1 8 9 6 
8 5 1 5 8 
8 5 0 4 8 
7 1 1 9 3 
7 1 1 9 3 
8 2 7 4 2 
7 8 4 4 8 
8 1 8 9 6 
7 6 3 0 1 
7 8 4 4 8 
3 / 2 
3 / 2 
5 / 2 
1 / 2 
3 / 2 
1 / 2 
1 / 2 
3 / 2 
3 / 2 
1 / 2 
3 / 2 
5 / 2 
1 / 2 
3 / 2 
3 / 2 
5 / 2 
1 / 2 
3 / 2 
3 / 2 
3 / 2 
5 / 2 
3 / 2 
3 / 2 
5 / 2 
5 / 2 
5 / 2 
3 / 2 
1 / 2 
3 / 2 
1 / 2 
1 / 2 
- 0 . 0 1 4 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 7 4 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 1 9 
- 0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 2 1 
- 0 . 0 1 5 
- 0 . 0 1 6 
- 0 . 0 2 5 
0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 7 8 
0 . 0 1 2 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 3 9 
- 0 . 0 2 8 
- 0 . 0 1 6 
0 . 0 1 1 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 6 8 
- 0 . 0 2 4 
0 . 0 1 6 
- 0 . 0 2 7 
0 . 0 4 9 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 1 4 
- 0 . 0 1 8 
- 0 . 0 4 8 
- 0 . 0 1 6 
0 . 0 1 3 
0 . 0 4 9 
a(int): visual estimate of photographic blackening. 
b(ch} : Charactor of the line;l = normal line. 




CHAPTER - IV 
The Third spectrum of Tellurium: Te III 
Doubly ionized tellurium is isoelectronic with Sn I having 
5s^ 5p^ as ground configuration. The first analysis of this spectrum was 
started by Krishnamurty [1] in 1935 followed by himself and Rao in 
1937 [2]. This work is compiled in Atomic Energy Levels [3] along with 
the g values observed by Green and Loring [4]. A more detailed analysis 
of Te III was published by Crooker and Joshi [5] in 1964. However this 
work neither provided any theoretical support nor any list of classified 
lines. Therefore this work was further undertaken by Joshi, Tauheed and 
Davison [6] to interpret the observed spectrum theoretically. Infact Te III 
isoelectronic members Sb II [7], I IV [8], Xe V [9,10] Cs VI [11] and Ba 
VII [12] had already been investigated by that time. This study revised the 
several earlier reported levels and provided a complete list of identified 
lines with theoretical interpretation. 
However, this work involves only ground and three excited 
configurations, namely 5s^5p^ 5s5p^, 5s^  5p5d and 5s^5p6s. In earlier 
publication [5] a few more configurations like 5p6d, 5p7s, 5p8s and two 
even configurations 5p6p and 5p4f were also reported. With the new strong 
exposure it was possible to excite the higher configurations like 5p7d and 
5p8s, Sp" etc; this spectrum was further undertaken and a much more 
satisfactory interpretation is presented here. 
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Energy Level Structure: 
Ground configuration 
Core excitation 
Outer shell excitation : 
5s2 5p2 : 
5s5p^ : 

































Further excitation of core excited configuration 5s5p' leads to: 
5p^ • P^, 'D, 'S 







Total = 16 levels 
• Univctsi 
5s5p^nd: ('P)'P, 
















Total = 56 levels 
It is clear from above structure that Te III is in part a simple 
two electron spectrum giving singlets and triplets only. However, the 
core-excited configuration and its further excitation becomes 4-e 
spectrum resulting in a very complex structure, especially 5s5p^nd alone 
gives 56 levels. The worst part is that there are two multiples of each ^P, 
D^ and F^ arising out of same parent term (^P), are consequently denoted 
by subscript "a" and "b". Similar situation is also seen in 5s5p^ns where 
P^ is appearing twice from the same parent term (^P). 
Results and discussion: 
Starting analysis was relatively simpler in this case as the 
basic configurations 5s^  5p^ 5s5p\ 5s^ 5p5d and 5s^  5p6s were reliably 
known [6]. The regularity along the isoelectronic sequence for 5s 5p^  
configuration was also tested, which was found quite regular (Fig. 4.1 ) 







Sbll TcIII IIV XcV CsVI BaVB 
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parameter values to the least squares fitted parameter value) similar to the 
Te III isoelectronic sequence member Sb II - Ba VII [7-12] but including 
more configurations of interest, for instance 5s^  5p^ 5s^ 5p6p, 5s^  5p4f, 
Sp*, 5s5p^ 5d and 5s 5p^ 6s. configurations for even parity and 5s 5p^ 
5s2 5p5d, 5s2 5p 6d, 5s2 5p 7d, 5s2 5p 6s, Ss^  5p 7s, 58^  5p 8s, 55^  5p 
5g and 5s^ 5p 6g configurations for odd parity. The terms were predicted 
very precisely because of the good scaling of the energy parameters. Soon 
it was realised that inclusion of 5p 5g and 5p 6g was not that important as 
they showed little interaction from other configurations and they were 
dropped from the final fit. 
The analysis began with a thorough checking of the repoted 
levels in ref [6] and they were found quite satisfactory. Therefore, the 
levels of ground configuration and three excited configurations viz 5 s 5p\ 
5s^  5p (5d+6s) are confirmed in the present work. For higher excitations 
like 5p 6d, 5p7d, 5p 7s and 5p 8s configurations earlier plates were found 
to be weak for these configurations. Moreover, these transitions lie in 
shorter wavelength region. Therefore, much stronger spectra were recorded 
on more sensitive plates (Kodak 101-05). This experiment enabled us to 
extend the earlier reported analysis [6]. Good number of transitions 
support the identification of 5p 6d and 5p 7s. All levels of 5p 7s reported 
by Crooker and Joshi [3] were confirmed here while only 6 of the 5p 6d 
could be confirmed in this work, and two of the 5p 8s levels could be 
confirmed with their revised level values. However, the level reported at 
193768cm-' as 5p 8s ^P^ was found to be 5p 7d 'D^. It is worth 
mentioning here that out of three a, b and c levels unassigned to any 
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configuration,!!! ref [5], the level c (J=l) at 184410cm' is confirmed a 
level belonging to 5p 7d ^F .^ However, its J value is now changed. The 
other two could not be confirmed. 
Table 4.1 contains ground levels along with other even parity 
configurations while Table 4.2 contains all the odd levels along with their 
least squares fitted values and LS percentage composition. Table 4.3 gives 
the parameters used for ground and even configurations. Table 4.4 con-
tains parameters of all the odd configurations. One hundered fifty three 
lines have been classified in this spectrum; three of them are doubly 
classified lines and they are assembled in Table 4.5. 
LS designation to most of the levels is satisfactory except a 
few cases where second component has been assigned the name, e.g. the 
level 162745 (J = 2) represents 42% 5p 6d P^^  while its second component 
is 34% 5p 6d ^D^ but the level 171965cm-' representing 52% of 5p 6d ^?^ 
while 39% 5p 6d ^D^ The same situation is seen for 5p 7d ^?^ & ^D^ The 
higher composition showing P^^  has been designated as 5p 6d ^Pjthe other 
one is 5p 5d ^D^ same was adopted for 5p 7d. The average purities in jj 
coupling is slightly better than LS coupling, they are 75% and 70% recep-
tivity. However in the whole isoelectronic sequence LS designation has 
been used. To conform the situation we have also adopted LS designation. 
Individually the levels are not much better in jjcoupling scheme either. 
The even parity configurations have not been discussed yet. 
In the even parity system, 5p 6p, 5p 4f, 5p^ 5s 5p^ 5d and 5s 5p^ 6s 
configurations were calculated together. The levels of 5p 6p as well as 
5p 4f lie beyond the region of present investigation, they need recording 
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above 2000A region and the spectrograph at Antigonish can go up to a 
maximum of 2080A. Therefore these configurations could not be confirmed 
at the moment. However, Relativistic Hartree - Fock calculations showed 
close agreement with the observed 5p 6p levels by Crooker and Joshi [5] 
but are far from the 5p 4f levels. The levels of the 5p 6p have been fitted 
in the least squares fit showed reasonable agreement and their fitted en-
ergy parameters were found satisfactory. This favours the correctness of 
5p 6p levels. Thus assuming 5p 6p ^D^ correct, coming back to the odd 
parity configurations, the F^^  levels of 5p 5d, 5p 6d and 5p 7d have now 
been established successfully, fitting nicely in the LSF calculations. It 
must be mentioned that 5p(5d+6d) - 5p6p transition was taken from Dr. 
Joshi's old list [13], 5p 7d F^^  transition was present on our Plates. 
The two other complex configurations 5s 5p^ 5d and 5s 5p^ 6s 
will be studied in near future. However their theoretical structure have 
been \>Ye~&e.n}-eJi here. The new configuration 5p* has been investigated 
for the first time. All the five levels have been established and they are 
given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Observed and Calculated Energy Levels in cm"^  of Even 
Parity Configurations of Te III 
J E(obs) E(LSF) diff. 
0 0.0 -33.0 33.0 
30398.2 30418.0 -17.8 
132267.0 131927.0 340.0 


















































































































































































( «2>^P) 'P) *D 
( «2>^P) *P) 'P 
<2>^P 
( «2>iD) *D) ^ P 
( «2>'P) 'P) 'P 
( «2>^P) 'P) T) 
<2>'P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>'P) 'P) ^ P 
<2>^P 




((<2>^P)'P) ^ P 
<2>^P 
<2>^P 
({<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
{ «2>iD) *D) 'S 
( «2>^D) *D) »P 
( {<2>'D) *D) ^ P 
( «2>^P) 'P) ^ P 
<2>^P 
( «2>'P) *P) 3p 
( «2>'P) *P) ^ P 
(«0>*S)*S)^S 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
((<0>iS)*S)^S 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
<0>*S 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
<0>'S 
{ (<2>^D) *D) ^ S 
<2>^P 
<0>'S 
( «2>iD) *D) ^ S 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
<2>^P 
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4757.2 4822.0 -64.8 98% 5s' 5p' <2>'P 
128623.0 129049.0 -426.0 64% 5s' 5p 6p D^ 
+ 32% 5s' 5p 6p 'P 
+ 3% 5s' 5p 6p 'S 
132122.0 131957.0 165.0 47% 5s' 5p 6p ^ P 
+ 18% 5s' 5p 6p ^ S 
+ 17% 5s' 5p 6p ^ D 
+ 17% 5s' 5p 6p 'P 
138294.0 138446.0 -152.0 42% 5s' 5p 6p 'P 
+ 39% 5s' 5p 6p 'P 
+ 18% 5s' 5p 6p 'D 
141807.0 141331.0 476.0 78% 5s' 5p 6p 'S 
+ 11% 5s' 5p 6p 'P 
+ 10% 5s' 5p 6p 'P 
- 163896.0 - 95% 5s 5p' 5d ( (<2>'P) <P) *F 
+ 3% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)'P)*D 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 5d ((<0>^S)'S)^D 
- 167562.0 - 95% 5s' 5p 4f ^ D 
+ 2% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)'P)^D 
- 169192.0 - 45% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P) *P)'P 
+ 35% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>'P) *P) *D 
+ 12% 5p* <2>'P 
+ 2% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)*P)*F 
- 171597.0 - 58% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P) <P) ?D 
+ 26% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)<P)'P 
+ 9% 5p* <2>'P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 6s ((<2>'P)'P)'P 
- 173264.0 - 94% 5s 5p' 6s ({<2>^P) *P) *P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 6s {«0>^S)'S)^S 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 5d ({<2>^P)'P)*P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 6s («2>^P)*P)'P 
- 180518.0 - 94% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)*P)*P 
+ 2% 5s 5p' 6s («2>'P)*P)'P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>'P) *P) *D 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 6s («2>^P)'P)*P 
- 182423.0 - 93% 5s 5p' 6s («2>'P)*P)'P 
+ 2% 5s 5p' 6s {(<2>'P)<P)»P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>'P) *P) *P 
+ 1% 5p* <2>'P 
- 192148.0 - 82% 5s 5p' 5d ({<2>'P) *P)'D 
+ 11% 5s 5p' 5d ((<0>'S)'S)^D 
+ 2% 5s 5p* 5d ({<2yD)'D)?D 
+ 1% 5p' <2>^P 
- 200968.0 - 46% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'D)'D)'D 
+ 19% 5s 5p' 6s {«2>'D)'D)'D 
+ 16% 5p* <2>'P 
+ 8% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)'P)'P 
203231.0 202480.0 751.0 31% 5p« <2>'P 
+ 23% 5s 5p' 6s («2>iD)'D)^D 
+ 13% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)'P)'P 
+ 13% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>^D)'D)'D 
- 205254.0 - 51% 5s 5p' 6s («2>iD)'D)^D 
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+ 32% 5s 5p' 5d ({<2>'D)'D)'D 
+ 4% 5s 5p' 5d ( (<2>'P) *P)'D 
+ 3% 5p' <2>'P 
- 208668.0 - 37% 5s 5p' 5.d («2>'D)'D)'P 
+ 27% 5s 5p' 5d {(<2>'D)=D)^S 
+ 21% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>'P)'P)'P 
+ 3% 5s 5p' 5d ( (<2>^P)'P) ^D 
- 210509.0 - 50% 5s 5p* 5d («2>'D)'D)'S 
+ 19% 5s 5p* 5d ((<2>'D)^)'P 
+ 12% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'D)*D)'P 
+ 7% 5s 5p' 6s ((<p>'SVS)'S 
- 212277.0 - 67% 5s 5p' 5d («2>*D)^)'P 
+ 10% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>'P)*P)'P 
+ 8% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'D)^D)'S 
+ 6% 5p* <2>'P 
- 215121.0 - 46% 5s 5p' 5d ((<0>'S)'S) ^ D 
+ 31% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)'P)^D 
+ 14% 5s 5p' 5d («2>*D)=D)'P 
+ 3% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)*P)^ 
- 218574.0 - 59% 5s 5p' 6s («0>*S)'S)*S 
+ 20% 5s 5p' 6a («2>'P)'P)^P 
+ 11% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'D)^)'S 
+ 8% 5s 5p' 6s ((<2>'P)'P)'P 
- 224594.0 - 47% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>'P) *P)'P 
+ 19% 5s 5p' 6s («2>^P)'P)'P 
+ 7% 5s 5p' 6s ((<0>^S)^S)^S 
+ 4% 5s 5p^ 5d ((<0>*S)*S)'D 
- 226713.0 - 67% 5s 5p' 6s ({<2>^P)'P) ^ P 
+ 21% 5s 5p' 6s («0>*S)'S)'S 
+ 4% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)^P)'P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 5d {«2>^P)»P)'P 
- 228784.0 - 58% 5s 5?=* 5d («2>^P)'P)'D 
+ 29% 5s 5p' 5d («0>'S)'S)'D 
+ 6% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)*P)^ 
+ 3% 5s= 5p 4f ^ D 
- 232048.0 - 67% 5s 5p' 6s ((<2>*P) *P)'P 
+ 14% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)'P)'P 
+ 9% 5s 5p* 6a ({<2>^P)*P)^P 
+ 5% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'D)*D)^P 
- 236620.0 - 73% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)*P)'P 
+ 17% 5p* <2>^P 
+ 4% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>^P)*P)^P 
+ 2% 5s 5p' 5d ( (<2>^D)'D)'P 
8166.9 8166.0 0.9 76% 5s' 5p' <2>'P 
+ 23% 5s' 5p' <2>'D 
17359.7 17309.0 50.7 75% 5s' 5p' <2>^D 
+ 22% 5s' 5p' <2>^P 
132334.0 132388.0 -54.0 67% 5s' 5p 6p ^ D 
+ 16% 5s' 5p 6p ^ D 
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+16% 5s' 5p 6p 'P 
139668.0 139620.0 48.0 ' 60% 5s= 5p 6p 'P 
+ 29% 5s^ 5p 6p ^ 
+ 10% 5s' 5p 6p ^ D 
142985.0 142880.0 105.0 73% 5s' 5p 6p 'D 
+ 22% 5s' 5p 6p 'P 
+ 4% 5s' 5p 6p ^ D 
- 158100.0 - 76% 5s' 5p 4f ^ F 
+ 11% 5s' 5p 4f ^ 
+ 9% 5s' 5p 4f 'D 
+ 2% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)'P)'F 
- 164612.0 - 84% 5s 5p' 5d ( «2>'P)'P) *F 
+ 8% 5s 5p' 5d ( «2>'P) *P) *D 
+ 4% 5s 5p' 5d {«2>'P)*P)^P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 5d («0>iS)'S)^D 
- 166283.0 - 37% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)*P)^P 
+ 24% 5s' 5p 4f ^ 
+ 13% 5p« <2>^P 
+ 7% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)*P)=F 
- 166594.0 - 50% 5s' 5p 4f ="0 
+ 24% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)*P)'P 
+ 10% 5s' 5p 4f 'F 
+ 9% 5p' <2>'P 
- 170185.0 - 79% 5s' 5p 4f 'D 
+ 9% 5s' 5p 4f 'D 
+ 4% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)*P)*D 
+ 3% 5s' 5p 4f 'F 
- 171153.0 - 80% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)'P) *D 
+ 6% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)'P)»F 
+ 4% 5s 5p' 5d («2>'P)*P)*P 
+ 4% 5s' 5p 4f 'D 
- 176146.0 - 92% 5s 5p' 6s («2>=P)«P)*P 
+ 5% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)*P)=P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 6s («2>^P)*P)'P 
- 177969 .0 - 66% 5s 5 p ' 5d ( « 2 > ' P ) *P) ^F 
+ 24% 5s 5p ' 5d ( « 2 > i D ) ' D ) ' F 
+ 3% 5p* <2yD 
+ 3% 5s 5p ' 5d («2>*D)'D)^D 
- 179921 .0 - 88% 5s 5 p ' 5d ( « 2 > ' P ) *P) »P 
+ 5% 5s 5p ' 6s ( «2>*P) 'P) *P 
+ 5% 5s 5p ' 5d («2>'P)«P)*D 
- 181131.0 - 45% 5p* <2>'D 
+ 38% 5s 5p' 5d («2>iD)'D)'D 
+ 5% 5s 5p' 5d ({<2>'P)*P)^F 
+ 3% 5s 5p' 5d {«2>'D)'D)'F 
- 186114.0 - 93% 5s 5p' 6s («2>*P)*P)'P 
+ 1% 5£- 5p' 6s («2>>D)'D)»D 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 6s {(<2>^P)*P)'P 
+ 1% 5s 5p' 6s ({<2>^D)'D)^ 
- 192405.0 - 76% 5s 5p' 5d ( «2>^P)'P)'D 
+ 8% 5s 5p' 5d («0>'S)'S)'D 
+ 4% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^D)'D)'D 
+ 3% 5p* <2>'P 
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4 6% 5p' 
19% 5s 5p' 
13% 5s 5p^ 
13% 5s 5p^ 
54% 5s 5p= 
36% 5s 5p' 
2% 5p* 
2% 5s 5p' 
52% 5s 5p' 
19% 5s 5p^ 
18% 5s 5p' 
7% 5s 5p' 
48% 5s 5p' 
33% 5s 5p= 
6% 5s 5p' 
3% 5s 5p^ 
92% 5s 5p' 
2% 5s 5p' 
2% 5s 5p' 
1% 5s 5p' 
75% 5s 5p' 
12% 5s 5p' 
6% 5p' 
2% 5s 5p* 
59% 5s 5p' 
23% 5s 5p' 
4% 5s 5p' 
3% 5s 5p' 
4 6% 5s 5p^ 
18% 5s 5p2 
10% 5s 5p' 
9% 5s 5p' 
52% 5s 5p' 
23% 5s 5p' 
11% 5s 5p' 
3% 5s 5p' 
57% 5s 5p* 
22% 5s 5p' 
5% 5s 5p' 
4% 5s 5p* 
87% 5s 5p' 
5% 5s 5p* 
2% 5s 5?=* 
1% 5p* 
38% 5s 5p^ 
22% 5p« 
21% 5s 5p' 
7% 5s 5p' 
33% 5s 5p' 
23% 5p* 
20% 5s 5p' 
8% 5p* 
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- 5p7d 'Pj 
- 5p7d P^j 
- 5p7d P^„ 
- 5p7d >Dj 
- 5p8s 'Pj 
- 5p8s 'Pj 
- 5p7d P^j 
- 5p7d 'Pj 
- 5p7d 'F3 
- 5p7d >Dj 
- 5p7d D^j 
- 5p8s P^j 
- 5p7d D^j 
- 5p8s P^j 
- 5p7d F^j 
- 5s8s 'P^  
- 5p7d 'F3 
- 5d7d 'D3 
- 5p7d 'P^  
- 5p8s 'P, 
- 5p7d 'D., 
- 5p7d 'FJ, 
- 5p8s 'Pj 
- 5p6d ^p\ 
- 5d7d D^j 
- 5p6d P^„ 
- 5p6d 'Pj 
- 5p6d 'Pj 
- 5p7d 'Fj 
- 5p6d F^^  
- 5p7s "r^  
- 5p6d 'Dj 
- 5p7s 'Pj 
- 5p7d 'Pj 
- 5p6d 'Pj 
- 5p6d 'Dj 
- 5p8s 'P^  
- 5d6d 'F3 
- 5p7s >Pj 
- 5p6d 'Dj 
- 5p7s *Pj 
- 5p7s P^j 
- 5p6d D^j 
- 5p6d D^j 
- 5p6d 'Pj 
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CHAPTER - V 
The Fourth Spectrum of Tellurium: Te IV 
Introduction: 
Three-times ionized tellurium with 49 electrons is isoelectronic 
with In I having ground state configuration 5s^5p. It is partly a one 
electron spectrum exhibiting a simple doublet structure for ground as 
well as excited configurations. However, the internal excitations give 
rise to a complex structure and forms a three-electron system. 
The first work on Te IV was started by Rao [1] in 1931 who 
has classified 27 lines between 749A and 3585A . He estimated the 
series limit from S^ and D^ Series at 305091 cm'. Green and Loring 
[2] reported some g values from abserved Zeeman Pattern: Rao's 
analysis include 5s^5p, 5s5p^ 5s^(5d+6d), 5s^(6s +7s) and 5s^6p 
configurations giving a total of 15 energy levels. These works are 
compiled in A.E.L. [3]. 
After more than three decades, Crooker and Joshi [4] took up 
the analysis of Te IV in 1964. They revised the earlier analysis of 
Te IV by Rao [1] and reported a large number of one-electron 
excitation 5s^nl configurations in both even and odd parity systems. 
They also reported 10 levels belonging to the 5p^, 5s5p(5d+6s) odd 
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configurations and eight levels belonging to the 5s5p6p even 
configuration. However, neither any theoretical interpretation was 
given by Crooker and Joshi [4] to support the analysis nor any list 
of classified lines was published. During an earlier analysis of the 
5s^5p-5s5p^ ''p transitions from Sb III to La IX [5], the *p levels of 
Crooker and Joshi were confirmed. Recently the levels of three 
excited configurations of three-electron system viz. 5p\ 5s5p5d and 
5s5p6s configuraitons in I V [6] and Cs VII [7]; isoelectronic with 
Te IV have been reported. Thus the present study of Te IV is a 
valuable addition to the knowledge of specially complex part of the 
In 1 isoelectronic sequence. 
Energy Level Structure: 
As mentioned-above that the ground state of Te IV is 5s^5p ^ p, 
thus all the excited configurations are of the type 5s^nl giving 
simple doublet structure. However, the core excitation gives rise to a 
three-electron system. They can be summerised as follows: 
Ss^np (n>5) ^p 
Ss^ns (n>6) ^S 
Ss^ nd (n>5) ^D 
Ss^nf (n>4) p^ 
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Ss^ng (n>5) ^G 
or in genereral 5s^nl L^ 








































(^ P)^ G 
(^ P)2G 
('P)2G 
The further excitation of 5p^ gives Sp^Sd and Sp^es configuration 
which at the moment are not studied here. 
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Results and Discussion: 
As mentioned before that Te IV gives one electron spectrum 
which is a doublet structure and the core excitation creates 5s5p^ 
which leads to 5pH5s5pnl configurations. Most of the levels reported 
by Crooker and Joshi [4] in one electron part which lies in our 
region of investigation were confirmed and they are given in table 
5.1. 
The two electron excited configurations namely, Sp^SsSpSd and 
5s5p6s had not been studied in any of the 4d spectra until very 
recently. The study of these configuraitons from Sb III to Ce X has 
been strated in Dr. Joshi's laboratory in Antigonish (Canada) in 
collaboration with A.M.U., Aligarh and Institute of Spectroscopy 
Moscow, a few years ago. The work on I V [6], Cs VII [7] and 
La IX [10] have already been published. The starting energy 
parameter for Te IV were estimated from the corresponding spectra 
in the isoelectronic sequence namely I V [6] and Cs VII [7]. Their 
values were of great help to calculate the transition probabilities for 
the (5s5p^+5s^5d+5s^6s) - (5p^+5s5p5d+5s5p6s) transition arrarys 
using computer code by R.D. Cowan [11, 12]. From Fig 5.1 it is 















a. i n 

















-> < > <-
Sb III Tc IV I V 
-> < > <-
Xc VI Cs VII 
Fig 5.1: Energy spread of varoius configurations in Te IV 
isoelectronic sequence. 
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the 5s^6p configuration, which is separated considerably in energy, 
will have little effect on them. The interaction with the 5s^6p 
configuration will be significant only for the higher ions of the 
sequence. The configurations included in the odd parity matrix 
system were 5s^np(n=5,6), 5p^5s5p5d, 5s^4fand 5s5p6s. 
The analysis began with wavelength data of better accuracy 
and better ionization separation compare to the earlier work by 
Crooker and Joshi [4]. Ten levels of these configurations reported by 
Crooker and Joshi were cheeked very carefully. The energy level 
values of eight of the ten levels were found to be correct and two 
levels at 213790 cm' (1=1/2) and 214246 cm' (J=5/2) were rejected. 
As no theoretical calculations, were available to Crooker and Joshi 
at that time, the configuration assignments of the levels in many 
cases were understandably incorrect. The J value of the level 
reported earlier at 211537 cm'' has been changed from J=3/2 to 5/2. 
The number of classified lines arising out of these three 
configurations are 157. Two of these lines are doubly clasified. Out 
of 36 possible levels belonging to these configuraitons, 35 levels 
have been established. The only level which could not be establish 
is 5s5p(^p)5d *¥^^2 as it does not give any electric dipole transitions 
to the levels of 5s5p^ or 5s^5d configurations. The experimental 
levels along with their LSF calculated values and the LS percentage 
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compositions, are given in table 5.1. The agreement between the 
calculated and the experimental value is quite good. Only one level 
(226532 cm-') of J=3/2 has deviation of 445 cm' which is less than 
0.2% is mainly due to strong interaction with the 5s5p6s (?P) ^P. 
There are some more examples of strong configuration mixing in 
almost all levels. A typical case to mention is that of the level at 
198178 cm' (J=3/2). The leading component (27%) belongs to the 
5p^ configuraiton whereas the next three highest components 
amounting to 60% are due to the 5s5p5d configuration; however this 
level was assigned to the 5p^ configuration because this level 
contained the highest 5p^ ^p^^ component in the odd parity system. 
In general, the LS designation of the levels as well as their 
configuration assignments could be made for over 90% of the levels 
without any ambiguity. Now one hundered ninety three lines are 
classified in this spectrum, two of them are doubly classified lines. 
Table 5.5 contains all the classified lines of Te IV, It must be 
pointed out that in table 5.5, there are 24 lines which arise due to 
the transitions from the levels of the 5s5p(5d+6s) configuraitons to 
the Ivels of the 5s^ (5d+6s) configuraitons. Generally, such 
transitions, two electron excitation should be quite weak. However 
our LSF calculations of the even parity system (see table 5.2) 
showed that there was a significant mixing of the levels of the 
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5s5p^+5s^5d+5s^6s configuraitons which has resulted in observing 
some of these transitions with moderately strong intensities, perfectly 
in agreement with the calculated transition probabilities of these 
transitions. 
The LSF and Hartree-Fock (HFR) parameters used in the 
present calculations are given in table 5.3. for even confifurations 
and in table 5.4 for old parity configurations. Some of the 
configuration interaction parameters (R'') were linked among 
themselves and were allowed to varry together in the iteration 
process to find its optimum value as indicated in table 5.4. The 
mean error of 246 cm' is quite consistent with the earlier work on 
I V [6] and Cs VII [7]. 
In the earlier work of Crooker and Joshi [4], many levels 
belonging to the 5s^ns (n=7,8) 5s^nd (n=6,7), 5s5p6p, 5s^ng (n=5-8) 
and 5s^nh (n=6-8) configurations were also reported. 
The levels belonging to the 5s5p6p configuration should give 
strong transitions to the levels of the 5s5p (5d+6s) configurations. 
However, almost all of these expected transitions lie in the 
wavelength region which is beyond the range of present study. The 
analysis of Crooker and Joshi [4] lacked theoretical calculational 
support, therefore, the correctness of many of these levels or their 
configuration assignments are in doubt. Therefore, these levels could 
I l l 
not be reported here. However the levels, of SsSp^, Ss^es, Ss^Ts, 
Ss^Ss, Ss^Sd, 5s26d and 5s^7d were in our region of investigation, 
consequently have been studied. All the levels of these 
configurations have been confirmed except 5s^7d. The levels reported 
in reference [4] lies about 2000 cm' lower than the expected values 
which is clear from table 5.2.The new levels are ^D3^j=238963.0 
cm' and D^^ ^^  = 239120.0 cm'. All the even parity levels are given 
in table 5.2. Since 3 members of Ss^ns (n=6,7,8) series have been 
confirmed in this work, therefore, the ionization limit reported by 
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Table 5.5: Classified Lines of Te IV 
Hk) 
3 8 6 . 2 0 2 
4 0 0 . 4 6 5 
4 1 6 . 4 2 8 
4 1 8 . 4 6 . 
4 3 3 . 0 5 5 
4 3 4 . 9 6 5 
4 8 5 . 0 9 5 
4 9 2 . 7 4 9 
5 0 7 . 8 2 0 
5 1 5 . 1 1 9 
5 1 6 . 2 1 3 
6 1 5 . 0 0 9 
6 6 9 . 1 5 2 
6 8 2 . 4 6 2 
6 9 0 . 2 8 5 
6 9 6 . 3 7 3 
6 9 7 . 1 4 7 
699 .027 
7 0 9 . 1 5 2 
7 1 0 . 7 4 2 
7 1 3 . 0 1 1 
7 1 4 . 8 0 4 
7 1 9 . 7 7 9 
7 2 2 . 3 6 2 
7 2 5 . 8 5 5 
7 2 7 . 5 0 8 
7 3 1 . 0 5 1 
7 3 1 . 8 7 5 
7 3 2 . 8 8 4 
7 3 3 . 1 7 9 
7 4 2 . 3 2 8 
7 4 5 . 5 4 0 
7 4 9 . 2 9 5 
7 5 4 . 8 0 1 
7 5 5 . 6 8 1 
7 5 8 . 0 0 0 
7 5 8 . 2 5 2 
7 5 9 . 1 7 8 
7 6 7 . 3 2 4 
7 6 9 . 7 2 3 
7 7 0 . 6 5 8 
7 7 3 . 0 6 2 
7 7 5 . 4 7 8 






































































































































5s»5p 'P, , , 
5s»5p »P„, 





5s '5p 'P,„ 
5s5p= *P,„ 
5s5p» ^^„ 
5s5p^ D^,^ ^ 
5s5p ' ^D,,, 
5 s5p ' 'D,/, 
5s5p= 'P,, , 
5s5p» 'D^„ 
5s5p ' D^^ ,^  
5s5p» %,, 
5s5p^ 'Dj/, 
5s5p» 'P, , , 
5s5p» %„ 
5s5p» *P,„ 




5 s5p ' 'D3/. 
5 s5p ' 'P,, , 
5s5p^ 'Pvr 
5s5p ' 'P,„ 
5s25p ^P,,, 
5 s 5 p ' 'P3/, 
5 s5p ' 'P,, , 
5 s5p ' 'P3,, 
5s5p^ %„ 
5s5p ' ^ , , , 
5 s5p ' 'P,, , 
5 s5p ' 'P, , , 
5 s 5 p ' %,, 
5s5p^ *Pv2 
5s5p ' ^ , / , 
- odd l e v e l 
- 5s'98 ^S,,, 
- 58^98 »S,,, 
- 5 s '8s 'S,^, 
- 5s'7d "D,,^  
- 58^88 , 'S , , , 
- 58*7d 'Dj^j 
- 5s^7s »S,,, 
- 58'6d ^Dj^ j 
- 5 s '7 s 'S , , , 
- 5s^6d ^^^^ 
- 58*6d »D3,3 
- 5s5p5d (*P) ^j^j 
- 5s5p6s (»P) 'Pj^j 
- 585p5d OP) 'Pj, , 
- 5s5p5d (^ P) »D,/^  
- 5s5p5d CP) D^j^ ^ 
- 585p68 CP) 'Pj^^ 
- 585p5d CP) %^^ 
- 5s5p5d (»P) »Fj,^ 
- 585p5d CP) »D3,J 
- 5s5p5d ,(»P) ^ F,^ ^ 
- 585p6s C P ) 'PJ^J 
- 5s5p6s CP) %,^ 
- 5s5p5d CP) *P^^^ 
- 5s5p5d (»P) 'Dj^j 
- 585p5d CP) ^F,,, 
- 5s5p5d (^ P) 'P,,, 
- 585p68 ('P> 'P^/, 
- 5s5p5d ('P) 'Pj^j 
- 5s5p5d C P ) ^DJ^ J 
- 5s5p6s {'P) 'Pj^j 
- 5s5p5d CP) *P^^^ 
- 58^68 ^S,,, 
- 585p5d CP) *P^^^ 
- 585p68 (^ P) 'P^,^ 
- 5s5p5d (»P) 'D,^, 
- 5s5p5d OP) nj,^. 
- 5s5p5d (^ P) 'Pj^j 
- 5s5p5d '('P) *D3,^  
- 5s5p5d CP) *DJ^J 
- 5s5p5d CP) ^ PJ^J 
- 5s5p5d (»P) *Fj,j 
- 5s5p68 C P ) »P 
d i f f . A A 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 .017 
0 . 0 1 2 
0 . 0 1 2 
- 0 . 0 1 3 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 1 2 
0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 1 3 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 8 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 1 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 , 0 1 3 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 4 
• 0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 4 
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0 .000 
0 .000 
•B: blended with other line. 
*D: Doubly classified lines. 
Diff: Observed value - calculated value from the observed levels 
in cm'^ . 
Intensity is the visual estimate of the photographic blackenings. 
Chapter-VI 
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CHAPTER - VI 
The Fifth Spectrum of Tellurium: Te V 
Introduction: 
The fifth spectrum of tellurium is Cd I-Hke with its ground 
state as 5s^ 'S^. The first work on this spectrum was started by 
Gibbs and Vieweg [1] in 1929. They had classified 23 lines between 
603 A to 1549 A. Their absolute term values had been extrapolated 
on a Moseley diagram of the isoelectronic sequence. They had 
observed the intersystem combination thus connecting singLet and 
triplet system of terms. 
Later L and E Bloch [2] in 1935 have observed five 
additional lines between 358 A and 402 A from which they derive 
two 5s6p and one 5s7s S^ levels. However this work needed further 
confirmation. Much later in 1955 W. finkelnburg and Humbach [3] 
had interpolated an ionization Potential of 66 Volts. Lastly this 
spectrum was undertaken more rigorously by Crooker and Joshi [4] 
in 1964. They revised and extended the earlier work of Gibbs and 
Vieweg [1] and Bloch and Bloch [2] as reported in Aomic Energy 
Level (AEL) Vol III [5], based on their data in the 350-8000 A 
region using an electrodeless discharge source. They established 20 
levels belonging to the even parity configurations viz 5s^ and 
5s(5d+6d), 5s(6s+7s+8s) and 16 levels belonging to the odd parity 
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configurations 5s (5p+6p), 5s4f and 5p6s. They also calculated 
ionizaiton limit of Te V as 58.7 eV. However, in this work [4] 
neither classified lines were published nor any theoretical 
interpretation was provided. Some lifetime measurements of Te V 
and Te VI was done by Pinnington et al [6] but no new assigment 
was suggested for Te V ion. The present study was undertaken due 
to two reasons. First, since extensive work has been carried out on 
various tellurium ions from Te III to Te X [7-11] which provided us 
with a superior tellurium wavelength line list containing Te V lines 
than was available almost thirty years ago. Secondly, the Te V 
isoelectronic spectra of I VI [12] Xe VII [13-15], Cs VIII [16] and 
La X [17] have been studied recently in Joshi's lab as well as at 
A.M.U., Aligarh and at Moscow lab. Thus the missing work on 
Te V was undertaken to provide a detail and complete structural 
information in the Cd I sequence. 
Energy Level Structure: 
Four-times ionized tellurium atom with fortyeight electrons 
gives the ground configuration 5s^ resulting 'S^ as ground level. 
The excited configurations are of the type 5snl thus giving 5s5p as 
the first excited configuration and further excitations are 5snd, (n>5) 
5sns (n>6), 5s nf (n>4) 5s ng (n>5), 5s nh (n>6) etc. 
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The internal excitation of 5s electron to 5p constitute 5p^ 
configuration and excitation of 5p^ gives quite a few more 
configurations like 5p5d, 5p6s, 5p4f, 5p6p, or in general 5pnl. The 
terms arising out of these configurations are summarized below: 
Even Parity Configurations: 
5s2 : 'S 
5p^  : 
5s nd: 








S^, ^P, 'D, 'S, 'P, 'D 
D^, ^F, 'G, 'D, 'F, "G 
Odd Parity Configugations: 
5s np: ^P, 'P 







P^, ^ D, ^F, 'P, 'D, 'F 
3P, 'P 
'P, ^D, ^F, ^G, H^ 
P, 'D, 'F, 'G, 'H 
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Results and Discussions: 
Since no theoretical calculations were done in the earlier work 
[4], we first carried out Hartree-Fock calculations involving even 
parity configurations 5s^ 5p^ 5s5d, 5s6d, 5s6s, 5s7s, 5s8s, 5p4f, 4f^  
and two core excited configurations 4d'5s5p^ and 4d' 4f 5s5p on 
one side and odd parity configurations 5s5p, 5s6p 5s4f, 5s5f 5p5d, 
5p6s, 5d4f, 4d'5s25p and 4d^5s2(4f+5f) on the other. The Computer 
Code used was multi-configurations interaction code by R.D. Cowan 
[18]. The energy parameters used, were obtained by scaling Hartree-
Fock (HFR) parameters at the values extrapolated from the 
isoelectronic sequence members I VI [12], Cs VIII [13] and La X 
[14]. It was noticed that except for the levels of 5s5f and 5p6s 
configurations, all other configurations levels differed from the 
calculated values in general by 3000-5000 cm"' higher, suggesting 
that one has to adjust E^ ^ values of these configurations by these 
amount to get a good prediction. The levels of the 5s4f 
configurations were over 20000 cm' higher and those of the 5p6s 
configuration were about 15000 cm' lower than the calculated values 
thus putting strong doubts about the validity of these levels at first. 
The analysis started with the verification of 5s^ — 5s(5p+6p), 
5s5p—5s (6s+7s+5d+6d). The levels of 5s5p were confirmed while 
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'Dj of 5s5d was revised and the new value is found at 232054 
cm' based on the identification of two lines at 649.221 A as 
5s5p ^P,-5s5d 'Dj and 830.939 A as 5s5p 'P,-5s5d 'D^. Four levels 
of 5s6s and 5s7s configurations also got confirmed. Further 
verification of 5s5p-5p^ transitions resulted in the revision of 5p^ 'S^ 
level by an amount of 8434 cm"' higher than the reported value. All 
the levels of 5s6p and 5s6d were confirmed in the present work. 
Once 5s5d, 5p^ and 5s6s configurations were worked out, we 
started for new arrays 5s5d—5p5d, 5p^—5p5d 5p^-5p6s and 
5s6s - 5p6s. As these arrays have been studied in I VI [12], 
Cs VIII [13] and La X [14] very recently; could be predicted very 
precisely using scaling factor from above ions. As mentioned earlier 
that the ionization separation of Te V lines was quite clear on the 
newly recorded plates, so all the lines chosen for these transitions 
had definite Te V ionization character and were consistent with the 
predicted intensity values. All the sixteen (16) allowed levels of the 
5p6s and 5p5d configurations have now been established. These new 
levels are listed in Table 6.1 along with their calculated values and 
the LS percentage compositions. The level at 321490 cm' (J=0) 
and 321737 cm' (J=l) which was earlier [4] assigned to the 5p6s 
configuration have been confirmed but are now assigned to the 5p5d 
configuration. The other two levels assigned earlier to the 5p6s 
configuration viz 331492 cm' (J=2) and 334269 cm' (J=l) have 
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been rejected. The 5p6s 'P, level has been reported in Table 6.1 ia 
based on the identification of only two lines though we do expect 
three moderately strong transitions from it. Both lines are showing 
Te V ionization characteristic and the level is fitting nicely in the 
least squares fit. It should also be pointed out about strong 
interaction between the 5p5d 'Fj and 5s5f 'F^ levels, the former was 
expected around 337000 cm'. A definite level was found at 337162 
cm'. The LSF calculations showed that this level has the principal 
component belonging to the 5s5f 'F^ whereas the level around 
342000 cm' has 5p5d 'F3 composition. The second level could not be 
identified. However, with the slight adjustment in the E^ ^ of 5s5f, the 
level 337162 cm"'was turn out to be 5p5d 'F3 (Table 6.1). Thus E^ ^ 
for all other unknown configurations were fixed at 100% of the 
HFR values. A level was found at 336582 cm"' (J=2) which gives four 
good transitions to 5s5d levels and all these lines have proper 
ionization characteristic. The intensity pattern agrees well with the 
5s5f 'Fj level which has the calculated value of 337422 cm' with a 
deviation of 840 cm'. Another level was found at 346745 cm' (J=l) 
which was also supported by four transitions.These two unknown 
levels have been designated as X(2) and Y(l) respectively. These 
lavels have been included in table 6.1 but were excluded from the 
LSF calculations. The corresponding transitions are included in 
table 6.5. 
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Two levels of the 5s8s configuration •'S, and 'S could not be 
c I o 
confirmed in the present work as the corresponding transitions were 
in higher region in addition to the fact that the reported intensity 
pattern did not agree with the calculated intensity patterns. Though 
the value reported is not far from the expected value however, 
S^ and 'S separation seems to be much larger than predicted value. 
No satisfactory transitions could be found to establish .5s8s levels 
thus they are not included here. Since our new data does not cover 
wavelength region above 2080A therefore, 5s4f levels also could not 
be established. The earlier 5s4f levels [4] are definitely not correct. 
Since 5s4f and 5s5f configurations interact strongly with other odd 
parity configurations especially with 5p5d, were incorporated in the 
L.S.F. calculations but their parameters were held fixed at H.F.R. 
calculated values (E^^  & (^  )• However, C (the exchange integral) 
and R\ (the configuration interaction parameter) were fixed at 75% 
of the H.F.R. values. The standard deviation of the least squares fit 
for the odd configurations comes out to be 209 cm'. 
Similarly 5p4f configuration strongly interacting with 5p?, 5s5d 
and 5s6d, was necessary to include in the LSF calculations of even 
parity configurations. The inclusion of this configuration improved 
the fit greatly. Its parameters were also fixed as above. The standard 
deviation of even parity configurations was found to be 152 cm'. 
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All the observed and calculated energy levels of even parity 
configurations are given in table 6.2. The parameters used in least 
squares fitted calculations are given in Table 6.3 and 6.4. 
Ionization Potential: 
As mentioned above that 5s8s levels were rejected in the 
present work, has put into jeopardy the ionization potential of 
473900 cm' reported earlier [4] as that was calculated from three 
member 5sns (n = 6^8). Now there left are three series with two 
member each viz. 5sns (n = 6,7); 5snp (n = 5,6) and 5snd 
(n = 5,6). The estimate of the ionization potential from the 5s nd 
series is 477900 cm' (59.24 eV). This is about 4000 cm' higher 
than the earlier quoted value. One has to keep in mind that the 
limit calculated from two member series is always higher than that 
calculated from the multi member series. 
One hundred and sixty one lines have been classified in Te V 
and they are listed in Table 6.5. It, must be mentioned here that a 
few lines above 2000A were used from the old data provided by 
Dr. Y. N. Joshi for the verification of some of the levels of 5s6p 
and 5s6d configurations. All the results of Te V has now been 
published in Pysica Scripta [19]. 
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Table 6.5 Class i f ied l i n e s of Te V 
153 
Hk) -1 O (cm ) i n t Ch 
e v e n l e v . - odd l e v . d i f f . A?*. 
3 5 8 . 8 1 7 
3 6 4 . 4 1 6 
3 8 5 . 5 8 9 
3 8 9 . 9 6 8 
4 0 0 . 3 7 8 
4 0 2 . 4 7 4 
4 0 4 . 7 5 2 
4 0 5 . 0 9 4 
4 1 7 . 5 4 0 
4 1 8 . 2 6 9 
4 1 8 . 6 3 8 
4 4 5 . 4 1 7 
4 6 5 . 4 3 6 
5 9 2 . 6 8 3 
6 0 3 . 3 9 5 
6 1 0 . 1 6 2 
6 1 1 . 5 9 0 
6 1 4 . 1 9 2 
619 .687 
637 .467 
6 4 4 . 3 0 8 
645 .854 
6 4 5 . 9 0 6 
6 4 7 . 8 3 7 
6 4 8 . 7 2 0 
6 4 9 . 2 2 1 
6 5 0 . 5 5 1 
6 5 3 . 8 9 8 
6 6 5 . 2 5 1 
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[ Tellurium spectrograms in the region 
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